13th November 2020
What an amazing day staff and students had on Monday 9th November 2020. It was a Diwali celebration day
through RE, Science, Art and D.T. curriculum. Students and Staff came to school in brightly coloured clothes.
The theme of the day was based around the Hindu festival Diwali. Students learnt about the traditional
mythological story of the Ramayana through a dance workshop led by a professional company.
At lunchtime a sensational variety of Diwali themed foods were on offer. Other activities included looking at
colour and light in science, making sweet traditional sweets in food tech and in Art a fantastic Rangoli pattern
was created on the art room floor by students and staff using dried coloured rice.
Thank you to all staff and students who made this a fun and memorable day.

Elm Class
Our newsletter this week is
about our RE/Science/Art Diwali
Day. The children had an
exciting timetable of art,
dancing, RE and science
activities.
Naomi: The activity I liked most
was dancing. This is because I
liked doing the actions. What I
learnt about Diwali is what a
Rangoli looks like.
Ben: The activity I liked most
was making the Diya. This is
because I liked bashing and
moulding the clay. What I learnt
about Diwali is that Rama used
a magic golden arrow to defeat Ravana.
Baron: The activity I liked most was colouring the
Rangoli. This is because colouring keeps me calm.
What I learnt about Diwali is Ravana has 10 heads and
20 arms.
James: The activity I liked most was the dancing. This is
because I liked the sticks movement. What I learnt
about Diwali is how to make a Diya.
Ashantey: The activity I liked most was colouring in the
Rangoli. This is because I like working neatly. What I

learnt about Diwali is about the clay lamps called
Diyas.
Harry: The activity I liked most was making the Diya
lamp. This is because I love Diwali and the Temple.
What I learnt about Diwali is how they lit the lamps to
help Rama and Sita back to the town.
Kaschan: The activity I liked most was colouring
Rangoli patterns. This is because colouring is cool. I
enjoy it. What I learnt about Diwali is it is about light
over dark.
Kyle: The activity I liked most was making the Diyas.
This is because I liked how fluffy the salt dough felt.
What I learnt about Diwali is it is a celebration of lights.
They make candles
and lights for their
houses.
Lucas: The activity I
liked most was
making the
colouring. This is
because I liked all
the different colours.
What I learnt about
Diwali is I tasted
some Indian food.

Hazel Class
This week Hazel
class really
enjoyed
celebrating and
learning about
Diwalli. The form
class got very
involved in helping
to organise the
science
experiments,
setting them up in
trays and delivering them to every class in the school.
We had a great day!
Anna: I really enjoyed doing science yesterday
because we made colours over Bunsen burners. We
learned that Hindus, Sikhs, and Jains celebrate Diwali.
They worship a god and goddess named Rama and
Sita. We saw a rangoli being made by some other
secondary classes and they used dyed rice to make
the rangoli. It covered nearly the entire art room floor.
Ethan: My favourite part of the day was the science
lesson because we got to experiment with fire and we
learnt about fireworks. We had bits of wood with
different liquids and made the fire different colours.
Abiah: I enjoyed coming in mufti. In the first lesson we
did science experiments. We did fireworks with fire with
different salts on it and it was cool.
Bella: I liked the science in the day but missed doing
food tech. I wanted to mix chemicals but we used the

Bunsen burners and we learned about colours in
fireworks.
Dawid: I enjoyed science because we got to use
Bunsen burners. We were learning about the colours in
the fireworks.
Callum: Science was great because we were making
fireworks and learning about colour. We used the
Bunsen burner and then we took the wooden sticks out
of the test tubes and set it on fire.
Rebecca: On Monday I enjoyed everything because it
was really fun. I did Indian dancing and it was such a
beautiful dance. We learned about the story of Rama
and Sita.
Kirsty: Yesterday we were in mufti bright colours. I
enjoyed the science because we were making
fireworks. There were a variety of colours. Purple and
orange flames. The blue flame is the hottest flame.
Kieran: I enjoyed science because it had fire involved
and we had
Bunsen
burners for
the
experiment.
I hope I do it
again
forever.
When I saw
the colours I
was
shocked.

Beech Class
Beech class were fascinated to learn about Diwali this week. They
particularly enjoyed the colourful dance, art and science sessions.
Oumar: Diwali is a colourful celebration for Hindus and Sikhs. I
enjoyed making fireworks in science with Miss Hewitt. We also made
rangoli patterns.
Sohaib: Diwali means ‘row of lights’. I learnt that rangoli is an Indian
pattern. Religions that celebrate Diwali are Hindu, Sikh and Jain.
Allan: On Monday, we had so much fun. We learnt the story of
Rama and Sita. I loved the story because it’s different. I loved the
science, it was amazing and the best thing about the day.
Kade: I love Diwali because of the art that we made.
Grigoriy: Diwali is the festival of light celebrated by Hindu and Sikhs. It the story of Rama and Sita. I enjoyed the
dancing because it was fun.
John: Diwali is a celebration of light. On Monday, we learnt about Diwali in R.E.
In science, I enjoyed learning about how fireworks have colour. Fireworks are
used in Diwali celebrations. I liked the Diwali dancing in the hall.
Logan: Fireworks are used to celebrate Diwali. On Monday, in science, we got
to learn about how fireworks are made.
Tamsin: On Monday, we celebrated Diwali and learnt about Rama and Sita.
Diwali is celebrated with rangoli patterns and fireworks. I enjoyed science
because of all the colours in the spinning wheel. The colours were amazing
and cool.
Kailey: On Monday, we celebrated Diwali. It was fun. In science, we learnt how
fireworks are made. I dipped the stick in salt and put it in the fire. It glowed and
it was pretty.

Maple Class
We had a really exciting day on Monday. We first of all discussed what Diwali was,
who celebrated it and what their celebrations involved. We made connections to our
own celebrations and discussed similarities and differences. We really enjoyed our
Rama and Sita dance and the science experiments!
Tyrese: I liked doing the dancing because it was fun. (We were telling the story of)
Rama and Sita
Ollie: I liked the science experiments. My favourite was putting the q-tip in the food
die in milk. When I put the Q-tip in, the colour ran away!
Adam: I enjoyed the science experiments too. I liked putting the q-tip in the milk, the
colours ran away and mixed together to make new colours.
Alex: I liked watching the fireworks in a jar. When we put the oil and colours in the jar it
looked like they were dropping and popping.
Jerome: I was making and painting the diya lamp. Also, I used
green and blue and yellow and all the colours to make it cool. I
tried to make sure it didn’t turn brown so I used yellow and
purple.
Chibunna: I liked the science because I liked mixing the colours
with the milk. I liked putting in the food dye into the milk. It kind
of looked like a pattern.
Saira: I liked all of the activities. I was impressed by the mandala

I liked the patterns.
Skye: I liked making the diya lamps. I made it out of salt dough. We had to make the shape
of a diya.
Keith: The best science is when we used the food colouring with the milk and the soap. I liked
the glasses. I put the glasses on and saw yellow, blue or white. I put them on Miss Poulter and
removed the colours and asked ‘better or worse?’ like at the opticians.
Cody: I painted my lamp green.

Acer Class
Max – I liked the science experiments. I made a rangoli
pattern using coloured rice.
Oliver – I was dancing in the hall. I pretended I was a
monster. I used rice to make a pattern.
Allen – We made some patterns using coloured rice. I
talked to Dad about Diwali in the car and he was scared of
Ravana because he has ten heads and twenty arms.
Josh – Josh had fun with the science experiments. I put a
cotton bud in the milk. The colours moved.
Lolu – I used green rice to make patterns. I was dancing in
the hall. I like dancing.
Marcus – I made patterns out of coloured rice. The science experiment was fun especially the coloured milk. I
dipped the cotton bud in the washing up liquid then into the milk. The colours moved.
Ben – I made the milk change colour by popping a cotton bud in it and it moved over the plate. I liked the oil
experiment too. It made a whirlwind.
Harry -

Pine Class

Oak Class
Oak class had a
fantastic time learning
about the Hindu
festival of light –
Diwali! We were very
interested to find out
about the celebration
and we had a jam
packed day lined up.
In the morning we did
a dance session
exploring the story of Rama and Sita. We enjoyed
hearing the special music and moving our bodies. Then,
we did an exciting science experiment about colour:
everyone was fascinated to watch the reaction
between the food colouring and dish soap. Finally, we
visited the Art room for an incredible sensory experience
of a large rangoli pattern – this was definitely the
highlight of our day. We enjoyed celebrating Diwali.
Aishah: Diwali videos with our stories. Rama and Sita –
how can we save Sita? Because she was in a jail in the
forest.
Ashmit: Diwali in my house. [I like] the dancing.
Alfie: We went to the art room and we saw that there
was a big star and there were all different types of
colours and it had been made for Diwali. We had a turn
each putting down different colours and it was so much
fun and I really enjoyed it, it was the best day. We did a
special thing it was the dancing. Basically what we had
to do was we had to do a pose and I did a really cool
alien pose, I did many things. I loved the dancing.
Amelia: A diya lamp. I pushed it to make it a shape. I
love the dancing. I did a move like the kung Fu panda.
Ibrahim: I enjoyed the big pattern in art, it looked like a
star made of rice. There was blue, pink, yellow, green.
The lighting is different in the room.
Ryan: It was like a dream like this. If we do like a wish in
the circle, triangles and shapes. It was green and purple
and red and yellow. (Ryan really enjoyed the large
rangoli pattern in the art room)
Steven: It looked like a carpet. There were yellow spots. It
was a star! It was calm.
Toby: [signed] dancing.
Patterns. Art – lamps! [signed]
Again, more please.
Jacob: Diwali is about family
and caring for other people. It
was my best day ever. I loved
the rice pattern.
Jeffrey: The song was like when
the fireworks went bang. In the
Diwali song it sang Diwali.
Noah: I liked the big pattern!
The blue was best. It’s a star
shape, like a kind of star and
bright lights from a lamp.

Pine class have
been celebrating
Diwali, the Indian
festival of lights this
week and
exploring Indian
culture.
Ashlee: In science
we were doing
colourful
experiments
because we were celebrating Diwali and Diwali
means, festival of lights. We made rainbow plates with
primary colours and when they mixed together they
looked like flowers.
Ewan: In food technology I made ‘barfi’ an Indian
sweet. I put 5 cups of sugar in it and it was very sweet
but it was good to learn how to make it because I can
now make it at home. I went to the dancing in the
hall, it was very fast and different from my normal
music and I liked doing the freeze frame. We need to
learn about other cultures so that we can understand
them better.
Jamie: In science I was exploring primary and
secondary colours and I conducted an experiment
using milk, soap and food colouring. The colours went
everywhere and it looked like an explosion. I also went
to the dancing in the hall and it was very exciting
listening to Hindu music and making different poses. I
find it interesting and fascinating how we celebrate
things in different cultures.
Irfanul: I enjoyed dancing like a cat to Hindu music
and jumping high into the air. Hindus do dancing and
singing in Bollywood movies and is very colourful. I
went into the art room and I saw a Rangoli pattern on
the floor made from coloured rice and it looked like a
carpet.
Gabriel: We celebrate Diwali in school so that we can
see what it is like for Hindus, Jains and Sikhs when they
have a celebration. I made ‘barfi’ in food technology
and it was great make something different. When I
tasted it, it was very sweet and I liked the chocolate
one the best.
Daniela: In science I was working with Gabriel and we
created a rainbow magic plate with milk, soap and
food colouring and it was amazing! I also made ‘barfi’
and it tasted like sugar.
Isaiah: I went to do
dancing in the hall to
Bhangra music and I
danced like a rabbit. In
food technology I chose
to make ‘barfi’ because I
knew what it was, I have
had it at home.

Walnut Class
Walnut had a very interesting day for the RE/Science day
Quintin: I liked the science best, the experiment made different colour
flames.
Oskar: I enjoyed colouring and designing the Mandala with Ms Cowan. I
hadn’t done that before.
Sanah: Science was really good we were doing the Bunsen burners and we
were trying to make colourful fireworks. We used sticks wet with chemicals.
Mya: Science was good so was art. I drew round my hand first and
decorated it. Everyone said it was really good.
Kyle: I liked the spinner experiment. I coloured the circles of card in different
colours then made a hole in the middle. I put it on a motor to spin it and the

colours changed.
Jasmine: The art was the best I drew round my hand and decorated it, it was like using henna.
Alexis: I really enjoyed the dancing workshop. I haven’t done Indian dancing before. I liked the music and the
movements. (Alexis was really good!)
Amy: I didn’t want to light the matches in the science experiment so Ms Cray did that for me.

Ash Class
Ash class really enjoyed celebrating Diwali, the Indian
festival of lights this week. We did lots of sensory play with
lights and explored the different colours. We also made
paper lanterns and developed our fine motor skills cutting
the paper with scissors.
Alex: I see green light.
Carter: I made a lantern. I cut the paper.
Lucy: The lights were flashing on the ceiling. I saw red and
green.
Aneyk: I cut paper.
Hamza: I like the red light.
Olivia: Olivia chose the flashing lights.

Cedar Class
Cedar had a wonderful day learning about Diwali.
Science was exciting and art was calming and relaxing. It
was good to get involved in so many different activities.
Skye: I enjoyed the science, I liked all of the different
colours that were made by the chemicals. Miss used iron
filings to make an indoor firework, it looked cool.
Kelsey: In the afternoon we did some dance. We learned
some hand gestures which all had different meanings:
one was like a peacock and another was a lotus flower. It
was nice to do some dance for a change.
Chiara: We had coloured rice to make shapes of flowers
for the mandala. Hindu people make these to worship
their gods. We used a rule by the lines to keep it straight.
Also we started from the edges and worked outwards.
Lex: I enjoyed taking part in the coloured rice mandala
and decorating the floor Hindus make the mandalas to
bring the goddess of good fortune to their houses and to
bring them good luck.
April: I enjoyed watching how to make sparklers, iron
fibres is what makes it sparkle.
Josiah: We did a science experiment about fireworks and I
learnt that gun powder is what makes it bang. The
chemicals all burned in different colours.
Giovanni: I enjoyed watching the clip of the Greatest
Showman and the fireworks were being let off in time to
the music.

Palm Class
Daniel: I got to do
some experiments in
the classroom, we put
food colouring in milk
and tried to make a
pattern
Parvir: I enjoyed
making a spinner in
class, we used primary
colours, red, green and
blue then attached it
to a motor to see if we
could get white light.
Tino: I went to the hall
and did some dancing,
we were dancing to
the story of Rani and
Sita.
Bradley: I liked the
dancing the best, but I
also enjoyed making
the Rangoli pattern in
the Art room.
Alex: I got to dance in
the hall with my friends,
it was ok and we
learned some new
moves.

Sycamore Class
Tia: I enjoyed taking part in the cooking activity with Tommy, we made Diwali treats with chocolate and chocolate
chips.
Jessica: Diwali day was fun. I enjoyed the activities, I liked the rice, it was nice and relaxing. In the Science lesson
we made fireworks by burning some chemicals, we burnt some iron filings to make sparklers.
Armaan: Diwali day was a very good day, I had a great time. I liked the Science experiments the most, they were
very interesting and the fireworks were a surprise.
Tommy: On Monday the school had a day about Diwali. The classes in this school did various activities like, Art,
dancing and light related Science experiments.
James: My favourite thing in the Diwali celebrating day was the satisfying Science experiments with the colours,
also I liked the colours of the fireworks.

Willow Class
This week in Willow class we had an off timetable day where we celebrated Diwali.
We completed lots of exciting activities in our RE, Art and science lessons. Willow
class all loved the Rangoli pattern and enjoyed taking part in the science
experiments. We have also celebrated Remembrance day and made a poppy
display to remember the soldiers.
Robert: I liked the firework art. It was cool.
Hannah: We listened to the story of Rama and Sita. Sita got lost because the bad
man took her. I liked the Rangoli pattern it was colourful and twinkly.
Courtney: I liked the pattern and the science lesson on Monday. I helped to make
our poppy picture and I coloured the grass and sky.
Jordan: I liked the Indian food and the Rangoli.
Ruby: Remembrance day is to help us remember the people who died in the war.
We made remembrance poems and a picture. On Diwali day, my favourite thing
was the Rangoli pattern.
Tristan: I liked Diwali day and Remembrance day. They were fun. I liked the firework
art on Monday and making the poppies for our picture.
Robin: I liked the dancing about Rama and Sita. It was fun.
Max: I painted some of the poppies red to go on the board, we have poppies because they grew in Flanders
fields when the war ended.
Kaleem: I liked the Rangoli pattern. It was made of rice.

Grange Values
At Grange Academy all staff and pupils celebrate the main
values of Belong, Believe and Achieve. Each fortnight the whole
school will focus on one of the values under these headings. This
term we will be exploring all of the values that help us to feel that
we Believe in the school community.
The value for w/c 16th November 2020 is Tolerance
Demaris is very tolerant of other students who may say or do
things that he doesn't like but he is very kind and polite and
deals with it in a very mature way. Mrs Gallagher
Tommy spends time with a younger student in Secondary and
has a chat and a catch up about things that interest them. Mrs
Didlick
Cedar class were tolerant of another student who was being
disruptive. They showed good ignoring skills and showed great
tolerance. Mrs Rowley

ICT STARS
This week's ICT Award goes to a class who impressed me by using their developing
coding skills combined with maths knowledge of shapes and angles. Individually
and as pairs they worked out the code required to make a sprite draw squares,
rectangles, triangles and hexagons. Well done Cedar on your teamwork and
perseverance!
Mrs Rowley

Student Recognition from Head of School
Kelsey Fuller in Cedar class produced a fantastic PowerPoint for
Remembrance Day which she shared with her class. Kelsey included
a poem In Flanders Fields and explained why we have a
remembrance day every year. The rest of her class were really
impressed with her presentation. Miss Assink

Sign of the Week
Grange Academy have introduced a British Sign Language sign of the week. Please
practice this with your children.
You will find this information on our website www.grange.beds.sch.uk
You will find this information on the school website. Each week there will be a new link for
the sign and a image and video on who to sign it.
The sign for week w/c 16th November 2020 is: Dinner
https://www.signbsl.com/sign/pizza
Instructions: Index finger of primary hand makes a circle outline above flat palm of secondary hand.
UNICEF: Rights Respecting
Schools Gold School
Article of the Week

Attendance

Please talk to your children
about the articles each
week.
Article for w/c 16th November 2020
Article 21
You have the right to care and
protection if you are adopted or in foster
care.
Each week a pupil at Grange
Academy will give us their thoughts and
comments on the Article of the Week.
Chiara (Cedar)
This is important because we don’t
know how children have been treated
in the past and they need to be
respected.

Other Notices
Well done to Elm and Willow class for 100%
attendance this week.

Food Technology Challenge
Some of the classes have
been learning how to make a
hot drink safely.
Click on the link below and
have a go at making a cup of
tea, you could make a lovely
cup of tea for your adults at

home.
If you can take pictures and bring them in that’s
great, if not don’t worry just practice.
Have fun, keep safe and enjoy your perfect brew!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UKnS7Gxwi_k

Grange Diary Dates
Friday 18th December 2020

End of Term

Tuesday 5th January 2021

Pupils Return to School

Reminder—please send your child in with a mask if you are able to. Pupils in

secondary will be expected to wear masks when they move between
lessons and in communal areas. Please remind your child to regularly wash
their hands with warm water and soap for at least 20 seconds.
Can we also ask that parents wear masks when they drop off or pick up their
children, or come into the school foyer. This is to ensure all our safety!

